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Tradition is not 
the holding of ashes, 
but the passing on 
the flame.
Thomas Morus

Find out more about our history:

www.krumpholz1799.de/225-jahre
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For eight generations, the forge ‘Guttenbergerhammer’ has been 

a family business. Passed down time and again to the son, carry-

ing with it all the experiences and secrets of a life as a blacksmith. 

And always under the name that stands for unadulterated crafts-

manship: Krumpholz.
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Owner of Krumpholz-Werkzeuge e.K.
KRUMPHOLZ HANDGESCHMIEDET  SE IT  1799

Dear friends of gardening, 

for 225 years, our goal at Krumpholz Tools has been to 
unite the passion for gardens and craftsmanship. It‘s been 
a journey spanning generations, inspiring us to honor our 
ancestors‘ legacy while propelling innovation forward.

Our roots delve deep into the history of our family and 
craft. Since 1799, we‘ve been dedicated to tradition – a 
tradition based on quality, precision, and an unwavering 
belief in craftsmanship. These principles are embedded in 
every tool leaving our workshop, carrying the heritage of 
our 225-year history.

Therefore, our new product catalog is more than just a 
collection of tools. It‘s a tribute to the art of craftsmanship 
captured in every hammer, hoe, and spade. Each tool has 

been meticulously crafted not only to meet our customers‘ 
needs but also to carry forward the tradition they repre-
sent.

In a world of constant change, we‘ve upheld our values. 
We‘ve harmoniously blended tradition and innovation to 
create tools that are not just functional but also tell sto-
ries. Stories of dedication, expertise, and an inheritance 
shaped across many generations.

It fills me with pride to present to you our new product ca-
talog. Dive in and discover tools that will not only nurture 
plant growth but also ignite your own passion for garde-
ning.

With gratitude for your continued trust and support th-
roughout our 225-year journey.

With best regards from Upper Franconia,
Claus Krumpholz

Created by masters,
destined for the future.

Timeless quality for 225 years

The Guttenbergerhammer

Cool and deep in the quiet bottom it dreams at the edge of the stream,

Trees stand in the round, building a green wall.

From the half-darkness of the forge, the glow of the fire shines brightly,

Ring-sound! Ring-ring-ring! Twinkling light ... The boys’ song mingles with it.
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The average gives the 
world its existence, 
the extraordinary 
ordinary its value.
Oscar Wilde

Find out more about our history:

www.krumpholz1799.de/225-jahre
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Gardening tools from Krumpholz are gardening tools made of real 

grit.  You can see that at first glance. You can feel it with the first 

touch. Durable ash handles, hard hickory wood and fire-forged 

iron parts - this is how you build gardening tools of real value.
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them. You invest in them. Because they accompany seaso-
nal garden life for decades - and are passed on to the next 
generation of gardeners. Old garden tools are among them, 
such as dandelion pruners and bulb planters. New garde-
ning tools have been added: Practical items such as sporks 
and garden disks.

And all of them are born from the heat of the blue-lame 
embers, from the power of the shaping blacksmith‘s ham-
mer and from the unconditional will to produce nothing but 
solid quality.

The Guttenbergerhammer through the ages

Take a moment to look at these pictures: They show you the 
traditional Guttenbergerhammer, a forge in the Franconian 
Forest that is renowned among connoisseurs and whose 
foundation dates back to the Middle Ages.  

It has been owned by the Krumpholz family since 1799. Pas-
sed down from father to son time and again, seven gene-
rations have lived and worked here as blacksmiths without 
exception - right up to the present day. What a wealth of 
experience, which to this day accounts for the high quality 
of our forged products, which are coveted throughout Eu-
rope! That is why even today, nothing but values are crea-
ted in the Guttenberger Hammer - for people with values!

COLLABORATION BETWEEN THREE GENERATIONS

Since Johann David Krumpholz acquired the business in the 
Guttenberg hammer in 1799, it has been passed on from 
generation to generation. Today, three generations work 
together towards one goal: the production of tools of the 
highest forging quality. The picture above left shows the fa-
mily with company owner Claus Krumpholz, his wife Elke, 
his father Georg and his son Claus Georg.

The Krumpholz family can look back on over 200 years of 
experience and tradition in the manufacture of high-qua-
lity hand tools. In 1799, Johann David Krumpholz acquired 
the business in Guttenberg Hammer in Upper Franconia. 
The hammer had been in existence for much longer and 
had been a well-known ironworks and armory for centuries 
before. 

When it was taken over by the Krumpholz family, it became 
a factory for the manufacture of hand tools. This tradition 
has been preserved to this day.

Real gardening clothes, a firm grip and the aromatic humus 
scent of the garden soil - no plastic handle or gardening 
tool made of cheap sheet metal is a good match!

Gardening tools from Krumpholz are gardening tools made 
of real grit. You can see that at first glance. You can feel it 
with the first touch. Hard-wearing ash handles, hard hickory 
wood and fire-forged iron parts - that‘s how you build gar-
dening tools of real value. Gardening tools that last. Also 
what the Krumpholz brand promises: traditional forging 
quality. 

This forge is called „Guttenbergerhammer“. It is located in 
Upper Franconia, close to the famous beer town of Kulm-
bach and tucked away in the deep Franconian Forest. On 

the banks of the large and small Rehbach streams, with the 
help of which the company‘s own generator produces the 
electricity for the entire operation. 

Genuine workmanship

The „Guttenbergerhammer“ forge has been a family busi-
ness for eight generations, always passed on to the son - 
along with all the experience and secrets of a long life as a 
blacksmith at the anvil and forge. Since 1799, and always 
under the proud name that stands for unadulterated quali-
ty workmanship: Krumpholz. 

Even today, tools are still produced here in this blacksmith‘s 
forge in handcrafted work that you don‘t just buy. You buy 

The Krumpholz family can look back on 225 years of experience in the manufacture of high-quality hand tools, mak-
ing the company one of the oldest family-run craft businesses in Europe.

Quality by tradition: 
Family-run since 1799
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Since 1799 
in family ownership

The Krumpholz company has been family-owned since 1799 

and is now in its eighth generation, making it one of the oldest 

family-run craft businesses in Europe.

Georg Krumpholz Frieda Krumpholz
born 01.04.1905 born 30.06.1907
died 18.08.1985 died 27.01.1985

4 descendants
1. Berta K. born 10.06.1933 3. Georg K. born 10.12.1937
2. Anneliese K born 09.11.1935 4. Heinz K. born 27.10.1941

Georg Krumpholz Sigrid Krumpholz
born 10.12.1937 born 24.07.1940

died 06.07.2005
2 descendants

1. Georg K. born 04.08.1963 2. Claus K. born 05.02.1965

Claus Krumpholz Elke Krumpholz
born 05.02.1965 born 18.08.1965

1 descendant
1. Claus K. born 12.03.1989

Claus Krumpholz jun.
born 12.03.1989

Johann David Krumpholz Barbara Krumpholz
born 14.12.1763 born 21.04.1779
died 30.01.1832 died 23.08.1820

4 descendants
1. Zacharias K. born 26.04.1801 3. Katharina K. born 05.02.1807
2. Joh. Georg K. born 10.01.1804 4. Anna-Maria K. born 12.06.1813

Johann Georg Krumpholz Johanna-Magdalena Krumpholz
born 10.01.1804 born 05.08.1810
died 04.07.1878 died 03.07.1880

2 descendants
1. Joh. Georg Leonh. K. born 21.12.1834 2. Mathilde Frederike K. born 27.07.1844

Georg Krumpholz Margareta Krumpholz
born 29.11.1868 born 10.10.1871
died 02.05.1938 died 18.01.1935

4 descendants
1. Frieda K. born 08.03.1897 3. Hans K. born 08.12.1902
2. Berta K. born 14.08.1898 4. Georg K. born 01.04.1905

Johann Georg Leonhard Krumpholz Anna-Maria Krumpholz
Bgm. Weidmes 
1878-1891

born 21.12.1834 born 19.05.1838
died 01.12.1903 died 15.05.1896

6 descendants
1. Augusta K. born 12.11.1861 4. Georg K. born 29.11.1868
2. Johann K. born 01.01.1864 5. Hans K. born 02.12.1872
3. Fritz K. born 19.04.1866 6. Hermann K. born 26.03.1877
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The now renovated iron and 
zinc hammer is mainly used to 
produce tools for forestry and 

agriculture.

Construction of the company‘s own 
hydroelectric power plant to genera-
te electricity. Most of the machines 

are converted to electric drive.

Major expansion and 
modernization of 

machinery and expansion 
of hydropower.

Extension of a warehouse and 
modernization of the existing 

warehouse. Start of exports to 
other European countries.

Start of production of exclu-
sive Gardening toolsn. First 
delivery to dealers outside 

Europe.

Krumpholz-Werkzeuge celebrates its 220th 
anniversary. With the largest investment in 
the company‘s history, the production and 

storage area is almost doubled.

Johann David Krumpholz 
acquires the Guttenber-

gerhammer business 
from Baron von und zu 

Guttenberg.

Tools for the construction 
and stone industry are also 

manufactured.

Georg Krumpholz is transferred to the 
Eastern Front and is taken prisoner. 
Meanwhile, the company keeps its 
head above water with repair work.

1970
Addition of a steel 
warehouse with 

crane and automatic 
band saws. Delivery 

to the whole of 
Germany.

1999
Investments in buildings 
and machinery. The com-
pany celebrates its 200th 

anniversary and is now one 
of the oldest family-run craft 

businesses.

2015-18
Krumpholz-Werkzeuge has 
been awarded important 

prizes for quality and brand 
management and is one 

of the ten oldest brands in 
Germany.

2022
Takeover of the entire produc-

tion of Europe‘s oldest pick 
and hoe manufacturer and 

relocation of production to the 
Guttenbergerhammer site.

Our
company history
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In 2019, Krumpholz-Werkzeuge celebrated its 220th an-
niversary with extensive festivities. The manufacturer of 
high-quality gardening, forestry and construction tools in-
vited guests to the inauguration of its new production hall 
- and around 300 guests accepted the invitation from the 
Grafengehaig-based company. 

These included guests of honor from politics and business, 
including Werner Burger, Mayor of Grafengehaig, Klaus-Pe-
ter Söllner, District Administrator of Kulmbach, Thomas 
Zimmer, the President of the Chamber of Crafts for Upper 
Franconia, Henry Schramm, District President and Mayor of 
Kulmbach, Silke Launert, Member of the State Parliament, 
Heidrun Hemme, Pastor of the Grafengehaig market, who 
will also dedicate the forge, Michael Möschel, President of 
the Kulmbach Chamber of Industry and Commerce and 
Andrej Kupetz, Managing Director of the German Design 
Council. 

„It is wonderful to receive such appreciation from all sides 
for the work and passion that our family has brought to this 

company for generations,“ commented owner Claus Krum-
pholz on the great response to the event. The large presen-
ce of well-known personalities is no surprise, as Krumpholz 
is a very special company. On the one hand, it is known 
for the design and further development of innovative and 
sustainable tools and for its many new products and pa-
tents beyond the country‘s borders. 

The fact that Krumpholz is not only known to professional 
and amateur gardeners is also due to the history of the 
Grafengehaiger company: Krumpholz is one of the oldest 
family-run companies in Europe - the company has been 
producing for 220 years, now in its eighth generation - and 
stands for quality „made in Germany“ worldwide. The com-
pany‘s ties to its home region are also second to none. 

„We have been producing in Upper Franconia since the 
company was founded - and our family has lived the 
Krumpholz brand for just as long,“ says Claus Krumpholz. 
In 1799, Johann David Krumpholz acquired the company 
in Guttenberg Hammer, which had been a world-famous 

ironworks and armory for centuries before. Krumpholz 
took the anniversary as an opportunity to inaugurate the 
largest investment in the company‘s history, the addition 
of a new production hall. The extension has almost dou-
bled the storage and production area. An investment that 
was necessary, as the product range has continuously ex-
panded in recent years.

This was also the case after 2008, when Krumpholz deci-
ded to position itself as a supplier of exclusive, high-quali-
ty design tools. „For us, this was the logical and necessary 
step in our development: away from a ‚cheap is cool‘ men-
tality towards sustainable quality,“ continues owner Claus 
Krumpholz. 

His son Claus Krumpholz Jun. who now represents the 
eighth generation, has already indicated that he will conti-
nue on this successful path.

Sustainability in the truest sense of the word is certainly 
also the reason why the Krumpholz brand has received 
several awards (such as the „German Brand Award“, the 

TASPO „Manufacturer of the Year“ award and the „Brand 
of the Century“ title): For all its tradition, contemporary 
issues such as resource conservation and environmental 
compatibility are also high on the agenda at Krumpholz. 
For example, the power of two adjacent streams is used to 
generate energy by means of two turbines, which supplies 
the company and the residential building. The surplus 
electricity is fed into the grid. 

By using the renewable energy source of hydropower, the 
forge can therefore produce self-sufficiently, with a secu-
re supply and low carbon dioxide emissions at all times. 
Krumpholz also uses only natural materials for its tools, 
and no plastic. The wood for the handles is FSC-certified 
- i.e. from environmentally friendly, socially beneficial and 
economically viable forest management. 

For Claus Krumpholz, this commitment shows one thing 
above all: „The Krumpholz company looks back on an 
eventful and great past, and that is exactly what is in the 
foreground these days - but we are also well prepared for 
the future.“

Review of our company anniversary

Werkzeugfabrikation seit 1799
®

From forge to world-renowned company: The specialist for high-quality gardening, forestry and construction tools 
has been around for 220 years.

A tradition of quality since 1799.
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For 225 years, the name Krumpholz has stood for hand-
made tools of the highest quality. The family business has 
dedicated itself to the art of forging for generations and has 
become synonymous with excellent gardening tools “Made 
in Germany”. 

Tools “Made in Germany” for special requirements

In our blacksmith’s shop, tools are created by hand that 
you don’t just buy. You acquire them. You invest in them. 
Because they accompany seasonal garden life for decades 

- and are passed on to the next generation of gardeners. 

Sooner or later, anyone who has been gardening for a long 
time will certainly experience how annoying it is when the 
first heavy load on a standard spade breaks the handle or 
the joints between different materials give way. But for the 
special requirements of forestry, gardening and landscap-
ing, you need tools that guarantee a long service life. 

That is why every one of our tools is hand-forged from 
first-class carbon steel and is still produced today through 

countless manual operations.  But it is precisely this that 
guarantees the special quality of our tools. Our aim is to 
combine the highest level of quality with a wide range of 
products. The material is thoroughly kneaded during forg-
ing and the structure is compacted, which increases the 

strength. By processing at very high temperatures, the de-
sired shape changes can be achieved without major mate-
rial losses.

Know-how meets selected materials ...

The individual metal parts are forged by hand. This re-
quires skilled workers who know, understand and can as-
sess their working material. This is the only way to create 
high-quality products with high aesthetics and resilience. 
The be-all and end-all in the manufacture of our tools is 
the exclusive use of selected materials. 

Sturdy metal parts are manufactured from high-quality al-
loyed steels, whereby first-class workpiece properties are 
achieved. This has the advantage that each tool is ideally 
equipped for its specific tasks.

... and ensures a lifetime of pleasure with the tool

Everything is hand-finished and thoroughly checked in our 
forge. A standard that enables us to offer a lifetime guaran-
tee against material or manufacturing defects. Because our 
aim is to combine the highest quality with a wide range of 
products.

Innovations inspired by people

We have set ourselves the task of designing and develop-
ing innovative and sustainable tools. To date, many inno-
vations and patents from Krumpholz have made the de-
mands of professional and amateur gardeners tangible, as 
our products are developed from generation to generation. 
The combination of experience and willingness to innovate 

We have set ourselves 

the task of designing 

innovative and 

sustainable tools. 

Werkzeugfabrikation seit 1799
®

Spades, shovels and hatchets - Krumpholz-Werkzeuge makes a wide range of products. And they are all born from 
the heat of the blue-sludge embers, the power of the forging hammer and countless manual operations.

Artisan blacksmithing 
for generations
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forms the basis of our tool production. This is constantly 
being further developed to meet the highest demands of the 
quality-conscious gardener and professional forestry work-
er. Our tools are designed not only to work efficiently, but 
also to support the natural movements of the human body.

Combining tradition and innovation

Krumpholz tools stand for the heritage of tradition, 
the beauty of the art of forging and the functionality of 

high-quality gardening tools. By combining tradition and 
innovation, they have established themselves as indispen-
sable companions for professionals and hobby gardeners 
who demand the highest standards from their tools at all 
times.

With this approach, we want to embody the perfect bal-
ance between tradition and innovation in the manufacture 
of high-quality tools. Our approach masterfully combines 
traditional craftsmanship with state-of-the-art production 

methods. In the midst of an ultra-modern production fa-
cility, there are also master craftsmen whose skillful hand-
iwork gives each tool its uniqueness.

Individual tools with a unique 
soul of their own

By using modern laser technology, we can add a personal 
touch to each tool, giving each piece a unique identity. 
This individual marking offers, among other things, the 
possibility of applying names, logos or special markings 
to the tools. 

Despite this personalized touch on the products, the soul 
of each tool remains anchored in the precision and care 
of the craftsmen. Every touch, every cut and every nu-
ance is applied by skilled hands to the highest quality in 
order to meet the standards of the Krumpholz brand. 

This innovative approach allows us to preserve the tra-
dition of craftsmanship while meeting the demands of 
modern times. Every tool that leaves our production 
facility is therefore not only a result of state-of-the-art 

technology, but also a testament to the attention to detail 
and heritage of traditional craftsmanship. 

Through this combination of tradition, innovation and 
sustainability, we are constantly striving to shape the fu-
ture of craftsmanship and create high-quality tools that 
are renowned for their quality, durability and environ-
mental friendliness.

 Every movement, every cut 

and every nuance is 

Krumpholz is implemented by 

skilled hands to the highest 

quality.
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By acquiring four new ovens, we achieve 
a reduction of approximately 1,150 tons 

of CO2 per year.

-1.150 tons 
of CO

2
 per year

In the picturesque region of Upper Franconia, surrounded 
by lush green forests and clear rivers, lies the venerable 
forge of Krumpholz Tools. For 225 years, this family-owned 
company has stood for excellent craftsmanship, and in 
recent years, it has also emerged as a pioneer in sustain-
able production.

The decision to keep production local is a central tenet 
of Krumpholz Tools‘ sustainable philosophy. Here, it‘s not 

just about crafting tools but also about creating jobs and 
bolstering the local economy. This commitment to the re-
gion goes hand in hand with dedication to environmental 
protection and sustainable production practices.

One of the most impressive measures to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions involves the implementation of new for-
ging furnaces. These modern furnaces are not only more 
efficient but also environmentally friendly. By utilizing new 

technologies, energy consumption has been significantly 
reduced, not only saving costs but also making a positive 
contribution to environmental protection. 

Another step towards environmental compatibility is the 
power supply of the production facility through hydroelec-
tric power. The region‘s clear waters are used to genera-
te clean, renewable energy. This not only minimizes the 
ecological footprint but also ensures independence from 
fossil fuels.

Without plastic - without toxic substances

In an effort to avoid plastic waste, Krumpholz Tools con-
sistently opts for tools without plastic. Both packaging and 
the tools themselves are designed to largely eliminate 
the use of plastic. This environmentally friendly approach 
spans the entire product lifecycle, from production to dis-
posal. Another milestone in sustainable production is the 
consistent avoidance of toxic substances. 

This not only protects the environment but also the he-
alth of those working with the tools. However, Krumpholz 
Tools‘ philosophy goes beyond merely avoiding environ-
mental impacts. The products are crafted with a focus on 
durability and quality. 

Each tool is not only functional but also designed to last 
for decades. This means less waste and a more sustain-
able use of resources.

Standards for a sustainable future

The sustainable production at Krumpholz Tools stands 
as an inspiring example of merging tradition with en-

vironmental consciousness. The company proves that 
it‘s possible to combine craftsmanship excellence with 
a deep respect for nature. This path may be demanding, 
yet it contributes to shaping a world where high-quality 
tools are valued not just for their functionality but also 
for their positive impact on the environment. Krumpholz 
Tools sets standards for a sustainable future in craftsm-
anship.

By consistently choosing to manufacture tools without 
plastic and avoiding toxic substances, the company not 
only sets benchmarks in the quality of its products but 
also in its effort to minimize environmental impact. 

This comprehensive sustainability strategy demonstrates 
that tradition and innovation can work hand in hand to 
forge a better future—tool by tool, generation by gene-
ration.

As a company and employer, we take our social and environmental responsibility very seriously. Central to this is 
our production powered by the force of water. For generations, the Guttenberger Hammer has operated using the 
hydraulic power of a reservoir fed by a stream.

Sustainable production in the heart 
of Upper Franconia
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A “Brand of the Century” can only be named if it is listed as 
such in the German standards. Six years ago, the Upper 
Franconian forge Krumpholz Werkzeuge was included in 
the prestigious circle of German lighthouse brands. From 
Abtei for natural medicine to Krumpholz for forged gar-
dening, forestry and construction tools to Zwiesel for crys-

tal glass, every company listed in the German Standards 
as a “Brand of the Century” is an exemplary leader in its 
product category. 

Achieving the status of “Brand of the Century” is one thing. 
Maintaining it is quite another. Every three years, the actu-

al brand performance of companies listed in the German 
Standards is put to the test to ensure that brand manage-
ment remains constant and at an exemplary level. 

The Krumpholz Werkzeuge company and brand have now 
passed this re-test, so to speak, and have been confirmed 
as a German “Brand of the Century” for a further three 
years. 

“’Brands of the Century’ is an encyclopedia of great Ger-
man brands. It presents the icons of the German econo-
my,” said laudator Dr. Florian Langenscheidt at the pres-

entation of the certificate to the entrepreneurial couple 
Claus and Elke Krumpholz at the Hotel Adlon in Berlin on 
February 10. “The book shows who has set standards in 
their field,” continued Dr. Langenscheidt. The publication 
“German Standards - Brands of the Century 2019” lists the 
more than 200 most pop-
ular German brands and is 
published by Tempus Cor-
porate, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of the Ham-
burg-based ZEIT publish-
ing house.

After 2016 and 2019, the consistently high-quality brand management of the family-owned company Krumpholz 
Werkzeuge from Grafengehaig was recognized with confirmation as a German „Brand of the Century“. 

A brand of the century
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Now in its eighth generation, the forge in Grafengehaig, 
founded in 1799, produces high-quality garden and forest-
ry tools for the German and European market, among oth-
er things. “We are delighted to be included in the network 
of the best,” says junior boss Claus Krumpholz. It brings 
together major global market leaders as well as smaller 

medium-sized companies. Together, they reflect the pow-
erful diversity of the German corporate landscape. The 
high-quality publication “Aus bester Familie” and the asso-
ciated network are a project of the “Deutsche Standards” 
media brand, which the ZEIT publishing group has been 
publishing since the start of its SME initiative in 2018. In 

addition to “Aus bester Familie”, the “Brands of the Century” 
and the “Lexicon of German Family Businesses” are among 
the well-known projects of “Deutsche Standards”. Krum-
pholz has also been repeatedly included in the “Brands of 
the Century” group.

For over twenty years, “Deutsche Standards” has made it its 
mission to provide the premier league of German brands 
with a permanent platform for valuable, shared visibility.

To this end, the top-class media brand offers companies 
a modular system of diverse formats in the form of print 

products, podcasts, videos and events. These are all re-
served for outstanding German brands - with family busi-
nesses as the “heart of German entrepreneurship”, ac-
cording to “Deutsche Standards”. Professor Dr. Peter May, 
leading international expert in the field of family business-
es and co-editor of the publication “From the Best Fami-
ly”, said at its launch in Berlin in December: “In turbulent 
times, it is more important than ever to draw attention to 
the achievements of German family businesses. They stand 
for continuity, sustainability, economic success and social 
responsibility - and are therefore stabilizers of a Europe 
characterized by peace, freedom and prosperity.”

Krumpholz-Werkzeuge is the only company in the green sector to be included in the classic book „Aus bester Familie“, 
which portrays 100 outstanding German family businesses.

Award: From the best family
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The coveted TASPO Award is regarded as the “Oscar” and 
highest award of its kind in the gardening industry. Every 
year, this important industry prize is awarded in several cat-
egories by specialist publisher Haymarket Medien. The tra-
ditional forge Krumpholz has now won the coveted TASPO 
Award 2018 in the “Best Manufacturer” category - the first 

company in the tool industry ever to do so. “Amazing,” said 
Claus and Elke Krumpholz as they were presented with the 
trophy in front of around 450 invited industry guests at a 
gala on Friday evening at the Grand Hyatt Hotel on Pots-
damerplatz in Berlin. The jury gave two reasons for choosing 
Grafengehaiger as the winner: firstly, Krumpholz has been 

providing a high-quality counterpoint to cheap Asian imports 
in the green sector for years with the quality of its tools. This 
helps the specialist retail trade to set itself apart from low-
cost suppliers and discounters with Krumpholz tools. 

On the other hand, Krumpholz enriches the hobby of mil-
lions of German gardening enthusiasts: with more than 500 
tool articles, the Krumpholz range is more versatile than that 
of almost any other German supplier. Whether classics such 
as the sow’s tooth, dandelion pruner, side spade and the like, 
or practical new developments such as the garden disk and 
spork - Krumpholz stands for both classic and ultra-modern 

garden tools. “Each one of them is actually truly unique,” 
emphasizes Claus Krumpholz, “because we forge and shank 
them by hand.” In the garden center industry, the following 
now applies with regard to the quality and perceived value of 
forged Krumpholz garden tools: “You don’t buy them - you 
invest in them. Because they last a gardener’s lifetime.” 

Krumpholz Werkzeuge has recently received a number 
of important business awards, including German Brand 
Awards, a sustainability award and the inclusion of the 
Krumpholz Werkzeuge brand in the ranks of the “German 
Brands of the Century”.

Great jubilation at the traditional Krumpholz company: company boss Claus Krumpholz was presented with the 
TASPO Award 2018 „Best Manufacturer“ in the German garden center and nursery industry in Berlin.

Manufacturer of the best garden tools
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During a ceremony at the German Historical Museum in 
Berlin, the Upper Franconian forge received this award 
in the “Gardening & Tools” category and also in the “Sus-
tainable Brand of the Year” category.

The significance of the brand is unbroken, and with the 
increasing digitalization of retail, its importance is only 
increasing. 

The “German Brand Monitor 2017/2018” shows that 73% 
of the brand experts surveyed expect strategic brand 
management to become even more important in the fu-
ture. 

For more than 90 percent of decision-makers in the mar-
ket, brand and consistent brand management are con-
sidered to be essential factors for corporate success and 
the key to achieving important corporate goals.

The German Brand Award is the annual award for the 
most successful brand management in Germany. The 
award is initiated by Germany’s design and brand author-

The German Brand Award was initiated by the German De-
sign Council, which was founded in 1953 by the German 
Bundestag and sponsored by the Federation of German 
Industries. 

Owner Claus Krumpholz is delighted with the outstanding 
German Brand Award and sees this as confirmation of his 
strict brand management over many years: „For us, this is 
proof that clear brand competence offers added value and 
is worth more in the garden center sector. 

Lowest price strategies and Asian import mania are neit-
her sustainable nor forward-looking strategies for the true 
specialist trade. Cheap mania means cheapest quality - but 
that‘s not the way to treat your customers as a responsible 
specialist retailer.“ 

In order for a brand to receive a „German Brand Award“, 
it has to overcome several hurdles. First of all, it cannot 
apply on its own initiative, but must be nominated by the 
German Brand Institute, its brand scouts or by expert com-
mittees. A high-caliber jury from industry and science then 

ity, the German Brand Institute Foundation, Frankfurt am 
Main, with its more than 300 member companies. One of 
the foundation’s sponsors is the German Design Council 
of 1953, one of the world’s leading competence centers 
for communication and knowledge transfer in the field 
of design.

Over 1,250 entries were submitted to this year’s German 
Brand Award competition. 51 percent of these were in 
the “Industry Excellence in Branding” category, 49 per-
cent in the “Excellence in Brand Strategy, Management 
and Creation” category. 

In the categories “Industry Excellence in Branding” and 
“Excellence in Brand Strategy, Management and Crea-
tion”, up to ten of the best brand strategies are recog-
nized as “Winners”. 

Krumpholz Werkzeuge was the only company in the green 
sector to position itself in the German Brand Award 2018 
- and in two important categories at that.

examines the actual prize-worthiness of a candidate in the 
course of the recognition process.

The test criteria include, among other things, the brand‘s 
distinctiveness, its differentiation from the competition, its 
originality and design quality, but also the longevity of the 
brand products, their relevance to the target group and 
the economic success of the company. „We were able to 
convince and score points in all test categories,“ says Claus 
Krumpholz, who has been pursuing a clear differentiation 
strategy against low-cost suppliers for years.

The German Brand Institute has now honored Krumpholz-Werkzeuge twice with the German Brand Award 
2018. 

Two major brand awards Confirmed as a major German brand
The Upper Franconian family business Krumpholz Werkzeuge was not only honored with the „German Brand 
Award“ - but also confirmed in the list of „Great German Brands“. 
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We are proud to announce that we are continuing to sup-
port Jacob Schramm as a helmet sponsor in German ski-
ing. This up-and-coming young talent is no stranger to us. 

Jacob Schramm comes from our own community of 
Grafengehaig. We still remember him making his first at-
tempts on skis just a few meters away from our smithy. 

The connection between Jacob and our community is 
something very special for us. It fills us with joy to see 
how his talent and passion for skiing has developed. The 
combination of quality in craftsmanship and quality in 
top-class sport, both originating from the picturesque 
Franconian Forest, is something special for us. It fills us 
with pride to be able to accompany someone from our 

own community on his path in skiing. Jacob Schramm 
stands for commitment, talent and the determination to 
always improve - values that we also uphold in our crafts-
manship.

We invite you to follow Jacob on his social media chan-
nels, Facebook and Instagram, to stay up to date and 

take a look behind the scenes of his training and compe-
tition. Through these channels, we will continue to report 
regularly on his successes and developments, as we are 
proud to be part of his athletic journey. 

Jacob, we wish you all the best for the upcoming season! 
May it be filled with success, passion an luck!

Krumpholz-Werkzeuge continues to support Jacob Schramm as a helmet sponsor on his way to the top of German 
skiing.

Sponsoring: Jacob Schramm
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The connection between Krumpholz-Werkzeuge and the 
Bamberg team is more than just a sponsorship agree-
ment.

It combines the heritage of precision and quality of 
blacksmithing with the dedication, power and dynamism 
of basketball. The blacksmith, which has been produc-

ing high-quality tools for 225 years, brings a deep com-
mitment to craftsmanship to this partnership. Its tools, 
forged by hand and cherished by generations, embody 
precision, durability and quality - values that are also cru-
cial in top-level sports such as basketball.

The decision to support the Bamberg Baskets reflects 

the forge’s commitment to excellence. The similarities 
between precision in craftsmanship and precision on the 
basketball court are unmistakable. Both require tech-
nique, perseverance and a quest for perfection.

Through this sponsorship, Schmiede will not only become 
a partner of the team, but also a part of Bamberg’s bas-
ketball culture. The blacksmith will present its products 
at the games and communicate the value of tradition and 
craftsmanship to a wide audience.

The Bamberg Baskets, a team with a long history of suc-
cess, will now perform with the support of the forge from 

the Franconian Forest. This partnership shows how the 
tradition and values of a region can be combined with 
modern sport.

The blacksmith from the Franconian Forest is looking for-
ward to accompanying the Bamberg team on their jour-
ney and reflecting their values of quality, precision and 
dedication on the pitch. 

This collaboration symbolizes the union of two worlds 
- that of craftsmanship and that of sport - and will un-
doubtedly bring joy to both basketball fans and support-
ers of the blacksmith.

Krumpholz-Werkzeuge recently announced a partnership with the Bamberg Baskets, a leading team in the German 
Basketball Bundesliga. 

Sponsoring: Bamberg Baskets



Freedom cannot 
perish as long as 
blacksmiths 
hammer iron.
Ernst Moritz Arndt

Find out more about our history:

www.krumpholz1799.de/225-jahre

G

G K

In our forge, crafted work gives rise to tools that aren’t merely 

bought; they’re acquired. Invested in. Because they accompany 

the seasonal life of gardens for decades, passed down to the next 

generation of gardeners.
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Gardening hatchtes & axes 41
Outdoor 43
Planting trowels 45
Cultivator 50
Weeding Finger 50
Japanese sickle hoe 53
Hand forks 55
Organic tools 56
Planting knives 56
Planting tools 57
Two-hand tool 57
Ladies’ spades 60
Spades, steel, in one piece 64
Spades 67
Stahlrohrspaten 69
Shrub divider 70
Edging knife 70
Weeder 70
SPORK 73
Rose fork 74
Hand spades, forged 74
Forks 77
Hand hoes, steel, in one piece 81
Hand hoes with round eye 82
Hoes with round eye 86
Gardening hoes 88
Hoes 90
Grub hoes, steel, in one piece 90
Picks 91
Weeders 94
Crack weeders 96
Gardening disks 98
Sickles and scythes 98
Cape-Cod-Weeder 101
Dandelion screw 101
Garden sickle 101
Bonsai tools 103
Junior tools 104
Shovels 106

Aluminium shovels 107
Shovel, American style 107
Push Hoe 108
Rakes 109

Hand-forged quality tools that have been specially designed for the quali-
ty-conscious hobby gardener and professional gardeners and are manu-
factured with the utmost care.
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Gardening hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0331 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 470 g

0332 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 520 g

Gardening hatchet with leather cutting edge protection

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0333 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 530 g

0334 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 570 g

41

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Camping hatchet with leather cutting edge protection

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0313 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 730 g

0314 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 870 g

Leisure axe with leather cutting edge protection

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0359 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0360 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.000 g

Camping hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0311 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 700 g

0312 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 750 g

Leisure axe

Length* Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0571 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0051 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.100 g

The classic gardening axe is ideal for pruning and making kindling. The hand-

forged hatchet edge made of high-quality steel, paired with a premium ash or 

hickory handle, ensures stability and a long lifespan. The garden hatchet can be 

delivered with a leather blade guard and a matching belt buckle.

Illustration: item no.: 0332

Light, sharp 
& handy

Gardening hatchets & axes
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Rangers’ axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0101 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 700 g

43

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Poachers’ axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0108 600 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 900 g

Hunters’ axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0105 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 600 g

Camping spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1751 800 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1752 750 g 45 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1753 850 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Scouts’ spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1754 800 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1755 750 g 45 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1756 850 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)
The new outdoor collection is specifically designed for adventures in the open. 

The axes and spades are perfect for chopping firewood and digging holes.

Forrest axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle

0130 300 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0131 500 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0132 800 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

Perfect for 
any adventure

new

Outdoor
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Classic trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1480 240 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1488 420 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1440 340 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Trowel with root saw

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1411 240 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1412 420 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Trowel, slim

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1482 210 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1764 390 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1447 320 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Crown trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1483 200 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Weeding trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1487 200 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1489 400 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Compost shovel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9801 460 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

new

The best
for every bed

Planting, loosening, weeding - gardening made easy. Beautiful flower beds are not magic. 

With the right tools, gardening becomes child‘s play.

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Planting trowels
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Trowel, rounded

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1484 210 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1331 240 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Trowel, slim

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1336 210 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Pot trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1330 210 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1461 380 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1395 320 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Trowel for stony ground

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1310 230 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Mini trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1321 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Hand-SPORK-Trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1388 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Trowel, handmade, in one piece

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1493 400 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Trowel with bottle opener

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1481 240 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1496 420 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Compost trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1497 240 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

new

new

new

Planting trowelsPlanting trowels



You should 
cultivate your garden.
Voltaire

You can find tips for a better floor on our website at:

www.krumpholz1799.de/gartentipps

Beautiful plants in your own garden and growth in the 

beds - horticultural success in the countryside has one 

common denominator: the soil. 

Discover our cultivation tools on the following pages.
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Sowtooth

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1307 340 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1306 1.100 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

1309 480 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1308 420 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Sowtooth, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1061 1.200 g 150 cm Handle (Ash)

Finger weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1431 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1435 300 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1492 200 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Organic sowtooth

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1424 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1425 200 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Goutweed weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1426 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1427 200 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1430 500 g 140 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1459 300 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Hand weeder

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1431 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1435 300 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1422 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1423 200 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

The sowtooth is an important garden tool for tilling the soil. It consists of a sickle-shaped 

tine, the tip of which is forged into a lance. As it is only used to loosen the uppermost 

part of the soil (approx. 10 cm), it does not disturb the natural layers, which is why it is 

often used for organic gardening. 

Fig. Art.-Nr.: 1307

Valuable 
for the floor

Cultivators
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Three-pronged grubber, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1710 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1339 400 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

1712 500 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1711 400 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Japanese sickle hoe (right-handed)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1730 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1734 400 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1732 500 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Three-pronged cultivator, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1715 600 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1716 600 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Japanese sickle hoe (left-handed)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1731 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1735 400 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1733 500 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Five-pronged grubber

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1335 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1357 500 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

1358 600 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Three-pronged grubber

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1334 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1322 560 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1362 360 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1394 300 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

1339 330 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

Three-pronged hand harrow

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1717 600 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1718 600 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Three-pronged cultivator, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1719 1.200 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Weeding Finger

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1746 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Garden claw

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1393 230 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Weeding Finger

Japanese sickle hoe

new

new

new

Cultivators Cultivators
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Five-pronged hand rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1449 220 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1491 340 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Three-pronged hand rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1448 200 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1490 320 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Hand leaf rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1454 90 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Cordate mini hand hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1450 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1451 200 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Mini hand hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1452 190 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1453 210 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)
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Flower fork, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1713 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1714 400 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Hand fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1333 170 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Hand fork, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1485 240 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1463 380 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Rose hand fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1341 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1469 500 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1444 400 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Hand fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1329 460 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1380 720 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Organic cultivator

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1363 140 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Organic crack weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1398 140 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Cultivators Hand forks
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Bulb planter Ø 48 mm

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1327 190 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1495 300 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1443 250 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Two-hand cultivator

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1725 190 g 14 cm -

Bulb planter

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1349 1.300 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Dibber

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1365 140 g 25 cm Handle (Ash)

Metal dibber

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1391 140 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Organic cultivator

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1364 140 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1420 300 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Organic hand hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1433 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1436 300 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Organic hand rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1434 150 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1438 300 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1462 290 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Planting knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1486 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Garden knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1314 80 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Two-hand tool

Planting knives

Organic tools Planting tools



Spades & forks
from master craftsmen

Exclusive spades - robust and elegant at the same time. Quali-
ty-conscious hobby gardeners need particularly powerful and dura-
ble gardening tools. 

Our spades are manufactured in the best forging quality for profes-
sional use. You can see that at first glance. You can feel it with the 
first touch. Discover our large selection of forged spades.
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Ladies’ planting spade, broad blade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1584 1.200 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1596 1.250 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

1784 1.200 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ pointed spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1576 1.250 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1598 1.300 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

1776 1.250 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

with step

with step
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Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1587 1.250 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1594 1.300 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

with step

“The spade goes into the ground like butter and stands there like a charm. It has the sharp-

est edge of all and stays sharp thanks to its special grind. I wouldn’t use it to dig up a large 

bed because of the small blade size. But it’s unbeatable for working between perennials and 

for digging precise planting pits. Here you can see real workmanship: the blade is forged by 

hand from a single piece, including the treading edge; the handle and grip are carved from a 

single piece and untreated. The women’s spade is perfect for me, men would need a larger 

model. “Elke” is my absolute favorite in the test. It’s expensive, but it’s worth it.”

Fig. item no.: 1589

Ladies’ spade “Elke”

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1589 1.500 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1599 1.550 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

1789 1.500 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

with step

Ladies’ planting spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1577 1.250 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1595 1.300 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

1777 1.250 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

with step

The test winner
among the spades

Ladies’ spades, steel, forged in one piece
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Strawberry spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1585 1.000 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1566 1.050 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ SHARK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1586 1.450 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1564 1.500 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Root spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1588 1.250 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1565 1.300 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

with step

with step

with step

Ladies’ planting spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1572 1.200 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1567 1.250 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

with step

Ladies’ planting spade, slim blade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1583 1.200 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1568 1.250 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

1783 1.200 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

with step

The hollow and planting spade is a lightweight, very sturdy spade for working 

in dense beds and dense beds and for digging planting holes, even in hard soil. 

Fig. item no.: 1579

Hollow and planting spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1579 1.450 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1597 1.500 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

1779 1.450 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

with step

Simple digging of
planting holes

Ladies’ spades, steel, forged in one piece
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Gardener‘s spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1771 2.300 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1772 2.440 g 85 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1773 2.300 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Planting spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1774 2.440 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1775 2.300 g 85 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ spade 
with step

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1346 1.740 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Pointed spade 
with step

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1770 2.200 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1769 2.250 g 85 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1768 2.300 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

SHARK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1409 2.420 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Root spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1778 2.000 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)
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with step
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Krumpholz 
Pointed spade, 
Artikel Nr. 1770

Category:

Hand tools

The pointed spade with step, item no. 1770 from 
Krumpholz, wins the WORLD GARDEN AWARD 
in the hand tools category of the „Professional“ 
class.

The WORLD GARDEN AWARD is given to the 
spade with step, item no. 1770, because it particu-
larly impressed the jury in terms of quality and fun-
ction.

www.krumpholz1799.de

The WORLD GARDEN AWARDS are presented 
annually. With the awards, the expert jury honors 
products that stand out from the competition with 
new ideas or technologies, precise and durable 
workmanship and the use of high-quality materials 
or an excellent relation between acquisition costs 
and utility value.

Quality + function

WORLD
GARDEN
AWARDS

WINNER

PROFESSIONAL

2023

Spades, steel, forged in one piece
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Gardener‘s spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1377 2.100 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1407 2.000 g 100 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1593 2.200 g 90 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1376 1.600 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1406 1.500 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1591 1.700 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Clearing spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1378 2.800 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1408 2.700 g 100 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1592 3.000 g 90 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Drain spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

6701 2.200 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

6702 2.000 g 100 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Spades
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SHARK-spade (from one piece of steel) „English form“ with step

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1794 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube T-Shaft & wooden handle

1795 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube D-Handle Shaft 

1798 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube-Button-Shaft & wood knob

SPORK Hollow and planting spade (wide T-crutch)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5894 2.100 g 80 cm Steel tube T-Shaft

SHARK Hollow and planting spade (wide T-crutch)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5895 2.400 g 80 cm Steel tube T-Shaft

Hollow and planting spade (wide T-crutch)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5891 1.450 g 80 cm Steel tube T-Shaft

5892 1.450 g 80 cm Steel tube T-Shaft

5893 1.450 g 80 cm Steel tube T-Shaft

Pointed spade (from one piece of steel) „English form“ with step

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1790 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube T-Shaft & wooden handle

1791 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube D-Handle Shaft 

1796 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube-Button-Shaft & wood knob

Gardener‘s spade (from one piece of steel) „English form“ with step

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1792 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube T-Shaft & wooden handle

1793 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube D-Handle Shaft 

1797 2.850 g 90 cm Steel tube-Button-Shaft & wood knob

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

new

new

new

new

new

new

Steel pipe spade
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Weeders

Weed cutter

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1541 1.200 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Edging knife, forged in one piece

Edging knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1546 1.400 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

with step

with step

Shrub divider

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1545 1.200 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)
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The edging knife is ideal for clearly separating beds or paths from a lawn area. 

from a lawn. The special shape of the blade allows the blade to be moved further, 

without losing the connection.

Fig. item no.: 1546

Dock cutter

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1083 1.000 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Simple &
clean edges

Einfach 
saubere Kanten

Shrub divider, forged in one piece
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

The unique principle of the SPORK combines a variety of gardening tools in one. The SPORK can be 

used to dig and loosen hard, heavy soil.  In addition to digging its advantages also include cutting 

through roots, removing weeds, loosening soil, planting work, aerating lawns and even cutting off 

lawn edges. 

Fig. item no.: 1381

Gardener‘s SPORK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1381 1.500 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ SPORK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1382 1.100 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Grandma’s SPORK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1387 1.000 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hand SPORK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1385 220 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1386 450 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

SPORK hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1388 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1383 1.250 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

SPORK path weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1384 1.220 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

The SPORK - 
our all-rounder

SPORK
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Rose fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1081 1.250 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)
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The special shape of the tines pushes the rose roots aside and makes it easy to reach the roots 

without damaging them. These properties allow you to work more precisely with a rose fork and 

you really only loosen the soil without damaging the roots.

Fig. item no.: 1081

Shrub spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1328 420 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hand spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1370 460 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1337 720 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Camping spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1751 800 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1752 750 g 45 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1753 850 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Scouts’ spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1754 800 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1755 750 g 45 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1756 850 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Perfect for the 
most beautiful roses

Hand spades, forged

Rose forks and weeding forks
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Spading fork with bayonet prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0411 1.600 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

0413 1.800 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Spading fork with lancet prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0414 1.600 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

0415 1.800 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Dung fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1021 1.550 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1022 1.400 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0418 1.220 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

0419 1.320 g 90 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

0420 1.200 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hay fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9984 1.550 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

9985 1.550 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

The spading fork enables effortless loosening and aeration of rooted soil as well as rapid excavati-

on and digging of very moist, heavy soil. The screws in the sturdy spring socket of the spading fork 

can be easily retightened if necessary.

Fig. item no.: 0411

with rail clamp (0420)

with 3 prongs intem no. 9984, with 4 prongs intem no. 9985

Garten keel with 4 prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1011 400 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1012 450 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Broad fork with step

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1397 3.500 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

Power-saving
and efficient

new

new

Forks
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The particular is eternally 
subject to the general, the 
general must eternally 
to the particular.
J. W. von Goethe

You can find tips for a better floor on our website at:

www.krumpholz1799.de/gartentipps

For ideal growth, the soil must not be coarse, 

firm or crusty. You should therefore 

loosen your soil regularly. Because the loosened 

layers of soil can absorb heat, air, water and nutrients 

nutrients more easily.
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Cordate hand hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1521 1.350 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

1532 1.350 g 35 cm Hickory-Kuhfußstiel

Hand hoe “Harz” style

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1522 1.100 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

Planting hand hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1523 1.050 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

1533 1.350 g 35 cm Hickory-Kuhfußstiel

Hand hoe “Regensburg” style

Hand hoe, pointed oval form

Hand hoe, oval form

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1524 1.200 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

1534 1.350 g 35 cm Hickory-Kuhfußstiel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1526 1.200 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

1536 1.350 g 35 cm Hickory-Kuhfußstiel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1525 1.350 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

1535 1.350 g 35 cm Hickory-Kuhfußstiel

Hand hoe, bed form

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1527 1.350 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

1537 1.350 g 35 cm Hickory-Kuhfußstiel

Qualität aus Tradition seit 1799.

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Hand hoes, steel, in one piece
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Small hand hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1121 540 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1122 640 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1123 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Small gardening hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1203 580 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1204 750 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1205 990 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Small gardening hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1103 700 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1104 670 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1105 860 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Weeding hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1171 750 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1172 890 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1173 1.100 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Gardening hoe, heavy

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1111 650 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1112 850 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1113 1.050 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)
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The hand hoe is ideal for loosening the soil and hoeing away weeds. Due to its size, it can be used 

to carry out precise precision work even in the tightest of spaces.

Fig. item no.: 1121

Universal hoe (forged) with round eye

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1131 400 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1132 700 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1133 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

new

Finishing work
in the bed

Hand hoes with round eye
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Small hoe, 3 prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1151 340 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1152 470 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1153 740 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Small hoe, 5 prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1154 350 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1155 520 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1156 780 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Chelsea hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1302 570 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1303 760 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1304 980 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Small gardening hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1101 990 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Small gardening hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1201 990 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

The garden hoe is a versatile helper for gardening. Its two working sides and two tines can be used 

to loosen and aerate the soil or weed. The low weight makes it easy to handle.

Fig. item no.: 1101

Small hoe (forged), 2 prongs, with round eye

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1127 250 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1128 600 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1129 700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

new

Versatile
helper

Hand hoes with round eye
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Field hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1622 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.800 g

Half-moon hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1632 1.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.900 g

Planting hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1951 1.100 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.000 g

Potato hoe  
2 prongs (1642) | 3 prongs (1646)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1642 1.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.900 g

1646 1.200 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.100 g

Piranha hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1681 1.100 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.100 g

Cordate hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1629 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.900 g

Piranha hoe, slim

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1683 1.050 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.000 g

Field hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1625 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.900 g

Universal hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1134 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.900 g

“Harz” style hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1627 900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.900 g

Forestry and planting hoe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1962 700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.700 g
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Hoes with round eyeHoes with round eye
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Bed hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1056 1.280 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Bed hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1066 1.480 g 160 cm Shaft (Ash)

Bed hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1512 1.500 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Planting hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1531 1.250 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Beet hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1051 1.200 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Beet hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1067 1.400 g 160 cm Shaft (Ash)

Pendulum hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1741 1.000 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Dutch hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1054 1.000 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Cordate hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1301 1.500 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Gardening hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1201 1.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Gardening hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1101 1.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Gardening hoe, heavy

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1111 650 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1112 850 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1113 1.050 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Half-round hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1511 1.500 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

new

Pendelhacke

Gardening hoes, forged in one pieceGardening hoes
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*Length of the handle *Length of the handle

Planting pick

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1971 1.500 g 105 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.000 g

Pathway building hoe

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1702 1.900 g 110 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.400 g

Hoopoe hoe
angular

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1904 1.900 g 110 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.400 g

Hoopoe hoe
oval

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1902 1.900 g 110 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.400 g

Field hoe

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0903 750 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.500 g

0904 850 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 1.750 g

Slope hoe

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1503 1.250 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.500 g

1504 1.500 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.750 g

Pickaxe

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

2081 1.500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.350 g

2084 2.500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 3.300 g

Root pick

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1820 1.500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.350 g

1821 2.500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 3.300 g

Manure scraper

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1402 1.200 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.100 g

Flat hoe

Item no. Head  wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

1603 1.250 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.300 g

1604 1.500 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash) 2.550 g

Grub hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1650 1.800 g 105 cm Shaft (Ash)

Geologist‘s hoe with PE drive head

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1651 1.900 g 105 cm Shaft (Ash)

Stick hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1655 1.900 g 105 cm Shaft (Ash)
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Clearing hoes, forged in one piece

Hoes Hoes



Everyone is the
forge his own luck
German proverb

You can find tips on removing weeds on our website at:

www.krumpholz1799.de/gartentipps

Weeds are the enemy of all gardeners - because they take away im-

portant nutrients and water from your plants. You should therefore 

protect your plants from unloved weeds by weeding regularly. With 

most weeds, simply pulling or tearing them out doesn’t help much - 

they have to be pulled out or cut out with the whole root, otherwise 

you won’t be able to keep up with the weeding because they will keep 

sprouting again and again.
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*Length of the handle

Weed cutter Ø 8 mm

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1455 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1457 340 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Weeder and asparagus knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1360 250 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1361 430 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1366 490 g 45 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Weed cutter Ø 10 mm

Weed cutter “Bern” style

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1456 160 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1458 340 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1720 320 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1721 500 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)
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Weed cutter

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1390 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1437 340 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

with step (item no.: 1366)

Weed cutter
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*Length of the handle

Crack knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1332 120 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1340 310 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

1352 380 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1414 300 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Crack scraper

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1318 150 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1319 360 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

1323 480 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1468 330 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Triangular crack scraper

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1353 130 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1354 340 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

1355 460 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1494 310 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)
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The crack knife penetrates deep into the ground in the tightest of spaces and is therefore ideal for

for removing moss or weeds from paths and between paving stones.

Fig. item no.: 1332

Weeding hoe

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1498 250 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

new

For the 
narrowest 

places

Crack weeders
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*Length of the handle

Gardening disk

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1326 180 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1324 480 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

1325 540 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Gardening disk, large

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1091 180 g 170 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Gardening disk, half-round

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1092 180 g 170 cm P-Shaft (Ash)
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Scythe-shaped sickle

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0661 500 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Sickle

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0651 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

0652 400 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

0655 300 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

for left-handers (0655)

Weed removal in all directions has never been easier.  The circular blade cuts unwanted plants 

effortlessly in all directions. Particularly well suitable in closely planted beds.

Fig. item no.: 1326

360° cuts

Sickles and scythes

Gardening disks
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*Length of the handle

Cape Cod Weeder, right-handed

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1342 200 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1404 300 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

1445 250 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Cape Cod Weeder, left-handed

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1343 200 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

1446 250 g 28 cm P-Shaft (Ash)

Dandelion screw

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1311 340 g 40 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1312 540 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Garden sickle

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0631 1.000 g 40 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Instead of trying to cut out the dandelion with a small shovel or similar gardening tool, simply 

screw the dandelion puller into the ground and then pull it out. The plant and its roots are then 

removed - a very simple principle similar to a corkscrew.  Thanks to its extended handle, the garden 

tool is also extremely easy on the back, as it saves you having to constantly bend down to cut out 

and pick up the plant.

Fig. item no.: 1311

Removing weeds
made easy

Dandelion screw

Garden sickle

Cape Cod Weeder
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*Length of the handle

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Bonsai planting fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1415 40 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Bonsai planting fork small

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1416 30 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Bonsai planting trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1417 40 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Bonsai knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1418 30 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Bonsai grubber

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1419 40 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Bonsai tools
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*Length of the handle

Junior spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1473 700 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Junior pointed spade

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1472 700 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Junior shovel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1474 700 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Junior path weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1475 400 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

Junior gardening rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1478 400 g 75 cm Shaft (Ash)

Junior hand fork

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1471 140 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

Junior trowel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1470 160 g 10 cm Handle (Ash)

105
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Working in the garden is also a great experience for the little ones. So that the 

„junior gardeners“ can get involved with the right tools, we have developed special junior 

tools for children.

Fig. item no.: 1470

For the little ones 
the biggest

Junior tools

Junior tools
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*Length of the handle *Length of the handle

Aluminium shovel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

6208 1.700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

6209 2.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Aluminium fruit shovel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

7621 1.800 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

7622 1.700 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Shovel “Emsland”

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

6461 1.700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Ladies’ shovel

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1581 2.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

1582 1.900 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Shovel “Holstein”

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5151 1.900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

5152 1.800 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Shovel, forged

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1368 2.500 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Shovel “Frankfurt”

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5051 2.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Shovel “Holland”

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

6451 1.950 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

6452 1.850 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

“SPovel”

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5153 1.300 g 105 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Spade shovel, in one piece

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1691 1.800 g 130 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1692 1.700 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1693 1.900 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Lawn aerator

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1351 1.300 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Size 7 (6208), Size 9 (6209)
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry toolsnew

Lawn aerator

Shovel, American style

Shovels Aluminium shovels
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*Length of the handle *Length of the handle

Cordate path weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1052 1.210 g 170 cm Shaft (Ash)

Half-moon path weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1053 1.230 g 170 cm Shaft (Ash)

Rectangular path weeder

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1055 1.200 g 170 cm Shaft (Ash)

Leaf rake 
26 prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1460 1.050 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

Lawn rake 
20 prongs

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1345 1.100 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

Rake, steel, forged in one piece 
14 prongs (4836) | 16 prongs (4837)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

4836 1.500 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

4837 1.800 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

Street rake
heavy 14 prongs (4881) | light 14 prongs (4981)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

4881 2.050 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

4981 1.150 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Bow rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1428 1.800 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

Hand plow (large)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9803 1.000 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Hand plow (610x70x105 mm)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9802 350 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

Weeding and Scarifying rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1429 1.500 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

Scarifying rake

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1441 1.500 g 140 cm Shaft (Ash)

new

new

Hand plow

Path weeders Rakes
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Hand-forged quality tools that are ideal for professional use in landsca-
ping tools. Like the garden and forestry tools, these are manufactured 
with the utmost care to withstand the special requirements.

Shovels, EURO quality 112
Shovel American style 115
Hollow spades 115
Paving hammers 116
Sledge hammers 116
Mallets 117
Stone chopping sledges 117
Cross hammers 117
Nail puller 118
Stripping iron 118
Scaffolding bracket 118
Crowbars 119
Ice pushers 120
Snow shovels 120
Hand Excavator 120
Forks 121La
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*Length of the handle

Shovel “Bavaria” EURO

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5213 2.100 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Shovel “Holstein” EURO

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5107 1.900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Shovel “Frankfurt” EURO

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5007 1.900 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Cable trench shovel EURO

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

6502 1.700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)
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RK UMPHOL
Werkzeugfabrikation seit 1799

®

®

®

The EURO buckets from Krumpholz are made of special bucket plate, oil-hardened and pow-
der-coated or painted clear. The casing is continuously welded - the working edges are ground 

and calibrated. The handles made of 1a ash wood are ff polished, clear lacquered and have a 
blue lower handle end.

Qualität aus Tradition seit 1799.
Werkzeugfabrikation seit 1799

®

Oil-hardened according to DIN

Shovels, EURO quality
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*Length of the handle

Hollow spade SHARK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5885 2.420 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

5887 2.420 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hollow spade SPORK

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5884 2.080 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hollow planting spade (large)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5883 2.860 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hollow planting spade (medium)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5882 2.420 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

5888 2.420 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Hollow planting spade (small)

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5881 1.540 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

with step (Item no.: 5888)

with step (Item no.: 5887)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Spade shovel, in one piece

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1691 1.800 g 130 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1692 1.700 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1693 1.900 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Hollow spades

Shovel American style
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*Length of the handle *Length of the handle

Walling hammer Berlin style

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5300 1.000 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

5301 1.500 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

5302 2.000 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

5303 2.500 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

Sledge hammer

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

2911 3.000 g 60 cm Shaft (Ash) 3.400 g

2912 4.000 g 70 cm Shaft (Ash) 4.500 g

2913 5.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 5.800 g

2914 6.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 6.800 g

2915 8.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 8.900 g

2916 10.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 10.900 g

Walling hammer Berlin style „Safety“

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

5351 1.000 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

5352 1.500 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

5353 2.000 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

5354 2.500 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

Mallet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

2621 3.000 g 60 cm Shaft (Ash) 3.400 g

2622 4.000 g 70 cm Shaft (Ash) 4.500 g

2623 5.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 5.800 g

2624 6.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 6.800 g

2625 8.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 8.900 g

2626 10.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 10.900 g

Stone chopping sledge

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

2811 3.000 g 60 cm Shaft (Ash) 3.400 g

2812 4.000 g 70 cm Shaft (Ash) 4.500 g

2813 5.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 5.800 g

2814 6.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 6.800 g

2815 8.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 8.900 g

2816 10.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 10.900 g

Cross hammer

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

2711 3.000 g 60 cm Shaft (Ash) 3.400 g

2712 4.000 g 70 cm Shaft (Ash) 4.500 g

2713 5.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 5.800 g

2714 6.000 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash) 6.800 g

2715 8.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 8.900 g

2716 10.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash) 10.900 g

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools
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Stone chopping sledges

Cross hammers 

Sledge hammers

MalletsPaving hammers
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*Length of the handle *Length of the handle

Nail puller hexagonal Ø 18 mm

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3802 1.700 g 60 cm 18 mm

3803 2.100 g 80 cm 18 mm

3804 2.500 g 100 cm 18 mm

3807 3.000 g 120 cm 18 mm

Nail puller round Ø 22 mm

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3823 1.900 g 60 cm 22 mm

3824 2.500 g 80 cm 22 mm

3825 3.000 g 100 cm 22 mm

3826 3.500 g 120 cm 22 mm

Crowbar with curved nail claw

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3112 4.750 g 125 cm 25 mm

3113 8.000 g 150 cm 30 mm

3114 9.500 g 175 cm 30 mm

3115 11.000 g 200 cm 30 mm

Crowbar with curved base

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3122 4.750 g 125 cm 25 mm

3123 8.000 g 150 cm 30 mm

3124 9.500 g 175 cm 30 mm

3125 11.000 g 200 cm 30 mm

Crowbar with chisel

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3102 4.750 g 125 cm 25 mm

3103 8.000 g 150 cm 30 mm

3104 9.500 g 175 cm 30 mm

3105 11.000 g 200 cm 30 mm

Crowbar, edged

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3002 6.500 g 125 cm 30 mm

3003 8.500 g 150 cm 35 mm

3004 10.000 g 175 cm 35 mm

3005 12.000 g 200 cm 40 mm

Stripping iron Ø 22 mm

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3701 2.450 g 80 cm 22 mm

3702 2.700 g 90 cm 22 mm

3703 3.100 g 100 cm 22 mm

3704 3.600 g 120 cm 22 mm

Scaffolding bracket

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3921 400 g 30 cm 14 mm

Stripping iron Ø 25 mm

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

3711 3.200 g 80 cm 25 mm

3712 3.600 g 90 cm 25 mm

3713 4.000 g 100 cm 25 mm

3714 4.800 g 120 cm 25 mm

119www.krumpholz1799.de

G
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Landscaping tools
Forestry tools
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Crowbar with ball head and tip

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

2503 7.000 g 125 cm 30 mm

2504 8.500 g 150 cm 30 mm

Crowbar with ball head and cutting edge

Item no. Weight Length Diameter

2511 7.000 g 125 cm 30 mm

2512 8.500 g 150 cm 30 mm

new

new

new

Stripping iron

Scaffolding bracket

Nail puller Crowbars
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*Length of the handle *Length of the handle

Manure fork, rail collar

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9905 1.500 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

9922 1.700 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Hay fork, rail collar

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9904 1.450 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Manure fork, spring grommet

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9985 1.580 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Hay fork, spring grommet

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9984 1.550 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Bale fork, grommet

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9920 1.300 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Horse manure fork, grommet

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

9927 1.700 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

Spade fork, rail collar

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0401 1.600 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

0406 1.580 g 95 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools
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Ice pusher

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

3401 1.800 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Snow shovel, plywood

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

7604 1.800 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Ice pusher

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

3411 1.600 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Snow shovel, aluminium

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

7603 2.000 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

Hand excavator

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

6101 6.000 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

6102 6.500 g 100 cm Shaft (Ash)

Planting hand excavator

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

1350 1.660 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

Snow shovels

Hand excavator

Ice pushers Forks



The future 
needs origin.
Our philosophy

Find out more about our philosophy at:

www.krumpholz1799.de/225-jahre

G

G K

By bringing together different aspects and requirements, new 

ideas and innovative tools are created that not only meet the 

technical requirements, are manufactured to a high standard and 

could almost pass as a design object, but are also adapted to the 

physiological movement sequences of the human body.
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Krumpholz-Werkzeuge has a long tradition in the manufacture of high 
quality forestry tools. The axes for felling and limbing are hand-forged 
from boron steel and fitted with a high-quality hickory or ash handle. A le-
ather edge guard and leather handle guard are also available on request.

Axes with leather protection 130
Axes with drive head and leather protection 132
Universal hatchets 134
Universal axes 134
Felling and pruning axes 136
Splitting axes with leather protection 140
Splitting axes 143
Splitting hammers 143
Splitting wedges 145
Pickaroons 146
Pickaroon axes 146
Lifting and towing pliers 148
Outdoor axe 148
Woodworking 149
Billhooks 149Fo
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Forestry tools play a crucial role in the maintenance and 
preservation of forests and in timber harvesting. Protec-
ting these tools is of great importance, as they are not 
only expensive investments, but also contribute signifi-

cantly to the safety and efficiency of the work. Protecting 
them with high-quality materials such as leather extends 
the life of the tools, preserves their functionality and mi-
nimizes the risk of damage or injury during work. Ultima-

tely, preserved tools mean less downtime, greater safety 
and better performance in forest management and fore-
stry work. 

The blade guard of our Forestry tools is hand-sewn and 
made of genuine leather. It is ideal for preventing injuries 
caused by the sharply ground cutting edge and protec-
ting it from blunting, knocks and scratches. 

The leather handle guard made of genuine cowhide 

has enormous advantages compared to a metal hand-
le guard. The handmade leather protection protects the 
handle from damage that occurs when it comes into con-
tact with the wood. 

At the same time, it can be pulled off the handle with a 
small grip so that the wood can breathe and dry. 

This prevents the handle from rotting and prevents mois-
ture from collecting under the handle protector.

High-quality protection for 
your forestry tools
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If I had eight hours to 
chop down a tree, I 
would spend six hours 
grinding the axe.
Abraham Lincoln

We offer a wide range of high-quality universal and splitting axes 

- each one tailored to the physiological requirements of weight, 

robustness and handling. So you are guaranteed to find the axe 

that suits your requirements.
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Gardening hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0333 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 530 g

0334 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 570 g

Camping hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0313 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 730 g

0314 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 870 g

Leisure axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0359 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0360 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.000 g

Hand axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0351 600 g 38 cm Cow foot (Ash) 800 g

0352 800 g 38 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0353 1.000 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.200 g

0355 600 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 900 g

0356 800 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.100 g

0357 1.000 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.300 g

Forestry axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0361 1.000 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.300 g

0362 1.250 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.700 g

0363 1.400 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.950 g

0364 1.600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.200 g

0365 1.000 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.400 g

0366 1.250 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.800 g

0367 1.400 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.100 g

0368 1.600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.500 g
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Axes with leather protection
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Forestry axe with drive head

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0391 1.250 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.000 g

0392 1.600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.400 g

Double wedge splitting axe with drive head

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0393 1.700 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.800 g
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Splitting hammer “Safety”

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0020 3.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 4.200 g

132

The „must-have“ for real forestry work: With these axes and splitting hammers, a polymer 

impact surface absorbs the impact, which not only significantly reduces the noise level but also the 

significantly reduces the risk of metal splintering and increases the service life of the wedges.

Fig. item no.: 0393

Safety for
forestry work

Axes with drive head and leather protection
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Gardening hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0331 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 470 g

0332 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 520 g

Camping hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0311 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash) 700 g

0312 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 750 g

Leisure hatchet

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0571 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0051 700 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.100 g
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Forestry and splitting axe (Ash shaft)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0541 1.000 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.500 g

0542 1.250 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.850 g

0543 1.500 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.100 g

0544 1.800 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.600 g

0545 2.000 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.800 g

Forestry and splitting axe (Hickory shaft)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0081 1.000 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.600 g

0082 1.250 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.950 g

0083 1.500 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.200 g

0084 1.800 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.700 g

0085 2.000 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.900 g

The classic garden hatchet is ideal for pruning and making kindling. The hand-forged axe edge made 

of high-quality steel and a high-quality ash or hickory handle ensure stability and a long service life. 

The garden hatchet can be supplied with a leather leather blade guard and the matching belt buckle.

Fig. item no.: 0332

Forest hatchet

Item No. Weight Length* Handle

0130 300 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0131 500 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0132 800 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

new

Light, sharp
& handy

Universal hatchets

Universal axes
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Forestry axe (Ash shaft)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0510 800 g 50 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.100 g

0511 1.000 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.300 g

0512 1.250 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.800 g

0513 1.400 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.900 g

0514 1.600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.100 g

Forestry axe (Hickory shaft)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0011 1.000 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.400 g

0012 1.250 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.900 g

0013 1.400 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.100 g

0019 1.600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.400 g

Hand axe (Ash shaft)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0501 600 g 38 cm Cow foot (Ash) 800 g

0502 800 g 38 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0503 1.000 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.200 g

Hand axe (Hickory shaft)

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0005 600 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 850 g

0006 800 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.050 g

0007 1.000 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.300 g
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Felling and pruning axes



If you want to keep 
a good fire, you first 
have to split the coarse 
wood.
Johann Nepomuk Vogl

To minimize the effort required when splitting wood, you should 

use special splitting axes, splitting wedges and splitting hammers. 

Their properties make them perfect for splitting wood. Our hand-

forged splitting tools meet the highest standards of quality and 

ergonomics.
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Super splitting axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0371 1.100 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.600 g

0372 2.000 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.700 g

0376 1.100 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.800 g

0377 2.000 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.900 g

Double-wedge splitting axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0373 1.700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.500 g

0378 1.700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.650 g

Splitting hammer, hand-forged

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

4004 3.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash) 3.900 g

4005 3.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 4.100 g
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To minimize the effort required, you should use special splitting axes when splitting wood. 

when splitting wood. Their sharp cutting edge penetrates the wood easily and the wedge-shaped, 

widening head shape is ideal for pushing the wood apart.  head shape is ideal for pushing the wood 

apart. The grooves on the sides of the the sides of the axe head reduce friction, improve guidance 

and push the wood apart guidance and push the wood apart more effectively.

Fig. item no.: 0523  (with leather protection 0373)

Enormous power
transmission

Splitting axes with leather protection & cutting edge protection
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Super splitting axe (Ash shaft)

Art.-Nr. Kopfgew. Length* Stiel Total wt.
0521 1.100 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.600 g

0522 2.000 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.700 g

0014 1.100 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.800 g

0015 2.000 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.900 g

Double-wedge splitting axe

Art.-Nr. Kopfgew. Length* Stiel Total wt.
0523 1.700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.500 g

0016 1.700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.650 g

Splitting hammer, hand-forged

Art.-Nr. Kopfgew. Length* Stiel Total wt.
4001 3.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash) 4.100 g

4002 3.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 4.200 g

To protect the handle when splitting wood, our splitting 

axes can be fitted with a matching leather guard on request, 

which is easy to remove.

Fig. item no.: 0373

Splitting axes

Splitting hammers

Always perfectly
protected G

ardening tools
Landscaping tools

Forestry tools
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Twisted splitting wedge “Safety”

Item no. Weight Length Handle

3316 2.800 g 23 cm –

Twisted splitting wedge

Item no. Weight Length Handle

3315 2.500 g 23 cm –

Splitting wedge “Safety”

Item no. Weight Length Handle

3318 1.800 g 26 cm –

3319 2.300 g 27 cm –

3317 2.800 g 29 cm –

3320 3.300 g 29 cm –

Wood splitting wedge

Item no. Weight Length Handle

3311 1.500 g 23 cm –

3312 2.000 g 24 cm –

3313 2.500 g 26 cm –

3314 3.000 g 26 cm –

G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Splitting wedges are available in various shapes, sizes and designs. The 

wedge surfaces are scaled on the sides or provided with grooves and 

ridges to achieve a better effect. Rotary splitting wedges are a special 

type which, thanks to their twist, transfer the force of the impact even 

more effectively into the wood and significantly increase their splitting 

effect due to the wider wedge angle.

Fig. item no.: 3313

Splitting wedgesEffective
power transmission
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Euro Pickaroon

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0583 1.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.900 g

0043 1.200 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 2.000 g

Hand Pickaroon

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0581 600 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash) 800 g

0584 600 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash) 900 g

0582 600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.000 g

0041 600 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 900 g

0044 600 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.000 g

0042 600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 1.100 g

Wood cutter pickaroon axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0591 1.500 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash) 1.900 g

Pickaroon wood axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0594 1.250 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.000 g

Pickaroon double wedge splitting axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0592 1.700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.500 g

Pickaroon super splitting axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0593 2.000 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash) 2.800 g

As an extension of your own „contact surface“, the Sappie makes it easier to 

move and drag pieces of wood around. The reduced use of force is easy on your 

muscles and back. Simply drive the tip into the wood and you have it completely 

under control. A lying log can be pulled, lifted or turned with a hammered-in tip.

Fig. item no.: 0042

Pickaroon axes

Having the wood
under control

Pickaroons
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Hand lifting pliers

Item no. Weight Length* max. claw opening

3161 950 g 16 cm 250 mm

Towing pliers

Item no. Weight Length* max. claw opening

3162 1.200 g 16 cm 300 mm

Brushwood billhook

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0621 1.400 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash)

Schweizer Gertl

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0611 500 g 14 cm Ledergriff

Litter billhook

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0601 550 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Litter billhook

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0701 600 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)
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G
ardening tools

Landscaping tools
Forestry tools

Tree peeler

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0802 250 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

Draw knife

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0842 600 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

Rangers’ axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0101 500 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 700 g

Hunters’ axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0105 330 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 600 g

Poachers’ axe

Item no. Head wt. Length* Handle Total wt.

0108 600 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory) 900 g

BillhooksOutdoor axes

Lifting and towing pliers Woodworking
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Spatenstiel T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1570 600 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1569 650 g 85 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1544 600 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Damenhandspaten geschmiedet suitable for Rasenkantenstecher

T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
0412 600 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Spatengabel (Art.-Nr.: 0411) und Stechspaten (Art.-Nr.: 5242)

T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9712 500 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

9713 600 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Gärtnerspork (9713) und Damenspork (9712)

Handle (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9005 50 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

9006 50 g 14 cm Handle (Ash)

mit Bohrung Ø 8 mm (9005) und Ø 10 mm (9006)

Button-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9007 180 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

9008 180 g 48 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

mit Bohrung Ø 8 mm (9007) und Ø 10 mm (9008)

T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9504 600 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Schaufeln

T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9710 500 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Damenspaten (Art.-Nr.: 1346, 1347)

Spatenstiel

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9702 600 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

9704 600 g 100 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

9701 600 g 90 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Gärtnerspaten (Art.-Nr.: 1377)

Spatenstiel

Spatenstiel

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9709 600 g 85 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9705 800 g 90 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

9706 800 g 100 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

9708 800 g 90 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Damenspaten (Art.-Nr.: 1376)

suitable for Rodespaten (Art.-Nr.: 1378)

Spatenstiel

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9707 600 g 75 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

9711 650 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Spaten aus einem Stück Stahl

T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9504 600 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Gabeln

T-Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
5889 600 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Hohlspaten

Replacement shafts and handles Replacement shafts and handles
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Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9503 700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

9502 700 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Schaufeln (9502 blau anlackiert)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1697 500 g 130 cm Button-Shaft (Ash)

1698 500 g 80 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

1699 500 g 75 cm D-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Schaufel amerikanische Form
Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1670 800 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Hacken mit rundem Auge

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
2082 750 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

2085 900 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Kreuzhacken 1,5 kg (Art.Nr.: 2082) | 2,5 kg (Art.Nr.: 2085)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9022 500 g 110 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Wiedehopfhauen

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9011 750 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Hauen (Art.-Nr.: 0903, 1511, 1301)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1979 800 g 105 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Pflanzhacke

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9001 850 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Hauen (Art.-Nr.: 1503, 1603)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9715 300 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Rechen (1460)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9714 300 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Rechen (1345)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
4839 300 g 150 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Rechen (4836 - 4981)

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
4805 900 g 160 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Sauzahn geschmiedet

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9601 400 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Eisstößer und Baumschäler

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
1190 250 g 40 cm Shaft (Ash)

1191 350 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

1192 450 g 130 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Handhacken mit rundem Auge

Replacement shafts and handles Replacement shafts and handles
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Cow foot shaft

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

0342 200 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0341 240 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for a Gardening axe

Cow foot shaft

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
0318 200 g 36 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0319 240 g 36 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Camping

Cow foot shaft

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

0506 200 g 38 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0507 200 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0097 300 g 38 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0098 300 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Hand axe

T-Shaft (Ash) mit Schienenzwinge

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

9603 400 g 95 cm T-Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Forkes

Shaft (Ash) with rail clamp

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

9602 400 g 135 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Gabeln

Shaft (Ash)

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

6103 300 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

6104 300 g 100 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Hand Excavator

Cow foot shaft

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

0516 300 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0517 500 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0518 700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0094 400 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0095 550 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0096 900 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Forestry axe

Cow foot shaft

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

0576 300 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0052 400 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Leisure axe

Shaft (Ash)

Art.-Nr. Gewicht Length* Stiel
9104 600 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash)

suitable for Pickaroon wood axe

Shaft (Ash)

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

9201 300 g 60 cm Shaft (Ash)

9202 350 g 70 cm Shaft (Ash)

9203 400 g 80 cm Shaft (Ash)

9204 500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

9205 500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

9206 500 g 90 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for HAMMER 3-4 kg (Item no.: 9205) | 5-6 kg (Item no.: 9206)

Shaft (Ash)

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

5311 150 g 18 cm Shaft (Ash)

suitable for Paving hammer

Cow foot shaft

Intem no. Weight Length* Handle

1529 350 g 48 cm Cow foot (Ash)

suitable for Hand hoes

Replacement shafts and handles Replacement shafts and handles
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*Length of the handle

Cow foot shaft

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0546 500 g 70 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0547 600 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0548 800 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0087 600 g 70 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0088 700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0089 900 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Forestry and splitting axe

Cow foot shaft

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0586 200 g 40 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0589 300 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0587 400 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0588 700 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0046 300 g 40 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0049 400 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0047 500 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0048 800 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Pickaroons

Cow foot shaft

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0525 500 g 60 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0526 700 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0091 700 g 60 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

0092 900 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Super splitting axe

Cow foot shaft

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0536 800 g 90 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0090 950 g 90 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Splitting hammer

Cow foot shaft

Item no. Weight Length* Handle

0527 800 g 80 cm Cow foot (Ash)

0093 950 g 80 cm Cow foot (Hickory)

suitable for Double-wedge splitting axe

Replacement shafts and handles
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Our
sales displays

On customer request, our tools are supplied in special sales and pre-
sentation displays. The displays, which are primarily made for garden 
centers, are assembled according to customer requirements and 
equipped with various tools. 

The number of displays is generally unlimited. They can be set up from 
3 meters in length, but 20-meter tool walls are also possible without 
duplicating a tool. The selection of tools depends on the customer‘s re-
quirements and is supplemented by our experience with various tools. 

On request, it is possible to plan and build individual custom-made 
complete tool walls or smaller presentation options. Alternatively, ex-
isting walls made of TEGO metal can also be fitted with tools.

To ensure the greatest possible satisfaction and customer proximity, we 
deliver our tools within Europe using our own truck wherever possible.
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As a retailer, you benefit from our customized service. We support your product presentation with sales displays, catalogs, 
flyers, posters, advertising banners or other advertising materials. Are you interested in including our tools in your product 
range and becoming an ambassador for the Krumpholz brand? We would be happy to show you the possibilities and make 
you an individual offer. We look forward to getting in touch with you.

Reference solutions
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Item number directory

0005 136
0006 136
0007 136
0011 136
0012 136
0013 136
0014 143
0015 143
0016 143
0019 136
0020 132
0041 146
0042 146
0043 146
0044 146
0051 41, 134
0081 134
0082 134
0083 134
0084 134
0085 134
0101 43, 148
0105 43, 148
0108 43, 148
0130 43, 134
0131 43, 134
0132 43, 134
0311 41, 134
0312 41, 134
0313 41, 130
0314 41, 130
0331 41, 134
0332 41, 134
0333 41, 130
0334 41, 130
0351 130
0352 130
0353 130
0355 130
0356 130
0357 130
0359 41, 130
0360 41, 130
0361 130
0362 130
0363 130
0364 130
0365 130
0366 130
0367 130
0368 130
0371 140
0372 140
0373 140
0376 140
0377 140
0378 140
0391 132

0392 132
0393 132
0401 121
0406 121
0411 77
0413 77
0414 77
0415 77
0418 77
0419 77
0420 77
0501 136
0502 136
0503 136
0510 136
0511 136
0512 136
0513 136
0514 136
0521 143
0522 143
0523 143
0541 134
0542 134
0543 134
0544 134
0545 134
0571 41, 134
0581 146
0582 146
0583 146
0584 146
0591 146
0592 146
0593 146
0594 146
0601 149
0611 149
0621 149
0631 101
0651 98
0652 98
0655 98
0661 98
0701 149
0802 149
0842 149
0903 91
0904 91
1011 77
1012 77
1021 77
1022 77
1023 77
1024 77
1051 88
1052 108
1053 108

1054 88
1055 108
1056 88
1061 50
1066 89
1067 89
1081 74
1083 70
1091 98
1092 98
1101 88, 85
1103 82
1104 82
1105 82
1111 88, 82
1112 88, 82
1113 88, 82
1121 82
1122 82
1123 82
1127 85
1128 85
1129 85
1131 82
1132 82
1133 82
1134 86
1151 85
1152 85
1153 85
1154 85
1155 85
1156 85
1171 82
1172 82
1173 82
1201 85, 88
1203 82
1204 82
1205 82
1301 88
1302 85
1303 85
1304 85
1306 50
1307 50
1308 50
1309 50
1310 47
1311 101
1312 101
1314 56
1318 96
1319 96
1321 47
1322 52
1323 96
1324 98

1325 98
1326 98
1327 57
1328 74
1329 55
1330 47
1331 47
1332 96
1333 55
1334 52
1335 52
1336 47
1337 74
1339 52
1340 96
1341 55
1342 101
1343 101
1345 109
1346 64
1349 57
1350 120
1351 107
1352 96
1353 96
1354 96
1355 96
1357 52
1358 52
1360 94
1361 94
1362 52
1363 54
1364 56
1365 57
1366 94
1368 106
1370 74
1376 67
1377 67
1378 67
1380 55
1381 73
1382 73
1383 73
1384 73
1385 73
1387 73
1388 46
1390 94
1391 57
1393 52
1394 52
1395 47
1397 77
1398 54
1402 90
1404 101

1406 67
1407 67
1408 67
1409 64
1411 45
1412 45
1414 96
1415 103
1416 103
1417 103
1418 103
1419 103
1420 56
1422 50
1423 50
1424 50
1425 50
1426 50
1427 50
1428 109
1429 109
1430 50
1431 50
1433 56
1434 56
1435 50
1436 56
1437 94
1438 56
1440 45
1441 109
1443 57
1444 55
1445 101
1446 101
1447 45
1448 54
1449 54
1450 54
1451 54
1452 54
1453 54
1454 54
1455 94
1456 94
1457 94
1458 94
1459 50
1460 109
1461 47
1462 56
1463 55
1468 96
1469 55
1470 104
1471 104
1472 104
1473 104

1474 104
1475 104
1478 104
1480 45
1481 46
1482 45
1483 45
1484 46
1485 55
1486 56
1487 45
1488 45
1489 45
1490 54
1491 54
1492 50
1493 46
1494 96
1495 57
1496 46
1497 46
1498 96
1503 91
1504 91
1511 89
1512 89
1521 81
1522 81
1523 81
1524 81
1525 81
1526 81
1527 81
1531 89
1532 81
1533 81
1534 81
1535 81
1536 81
1537 81
1541 70
1545 70
1546 70
1564 62
1565 62
1566 62
1567 62
1568 62
1572 62
1576 60
1577 60
1579 62
1581 106
1582 106
1583 62
1584 60
1585 62
1586 62

1587 60
1588 62
1589 60
1591 67
1592 67
1593 67
1594 60
1595 60
1596 60
1597 62
1598 60
1599 60
1603 91
1604 91
1622 87
1625 86
1627 87
1629 86
1632 87
1642 87
1646 87
1650 90
1651 90
1655 90
1681 86
1683 86
1691 107, 115
1692 107, 115
1693 107, 115
1702 91
1710 52
1711 52
1712 52
1713 55
1714 55
1715 53
1716 53
1717 52
1718 52
1719 53
1720 94
1721 94
1725 57
1730 53
1731 53
1732 53
1733 53
1734 53
1735 53
1741 89
1746 53
1751 43, 74
1752 43, 74
1753 43, 74
1754 43, 74
1755 43, 74
1756 43, 74
1764 45

1768 64
1769 64
1770 64
1771 64
1772 64
1773 64
1774 64
1775 64
1776 60
1777 60
1778 64
1779 62
1783 62
1784 60
1789 60
1790 69
1791 69
1792 69
1793 69
1794 69
1795 69
1796 69
1797 69
1798 69
1820 90
1821 90
1902 91
1904 91
1951 87
1962 87
1971 91
2081 90
2084 90
2503 119
2504 119
2511 119
2512 119
2621 117
2622 117
2623 117
2624 117
2625 117
2626 117
2711 117
2712 117
2713 117
2714 117
2715 117
2716 117
2811 117
2812 117
2813 117
2814 117
2815 117
2816 117
2911 116
2912 116
2913 116

2914 116
2915 116
2916 116
3002 119
3003 119
3004 119
3005 119
3102 119
3103 119
3104 119
3105 119
3112 119
3113 119
3114 119
3115 119
3122 119
3123 119
3124 119
3125 119
3161 148
3162 148
3311 145
3312 145
3313 145
3314 145
3315 145
3316 145
3317 145
3318 145
3319 145
3320 145
3401 120
3411 120
3701 118
3702 118
3703 118
3704 118
3711 118
3712 118
3713 118
3714 118
3802 118
3803 118
3804 118
3807 118
3823 118
3824 118
3825 118
3826 118
3921 118
4001 143
4002 143
4004 140
4005 140
4836 109
4837 109
4881 109
4981 109

5007 112
5051 106
5107 112
5151 106
5152 106
5153 106
5213 112
5300 116
5301 116
5302 116
5303 116
5351 116
5352 116
5353 116
5354 116
5881 115
5882 115
5883 115
5884 115
5885 115
5887 115
5888 115
5891 69
5892 69
5893 69
5894 69
5895 69
6101 120
6102 120
6208 107
6209 107
6451 106
6452 106
6461 106
6502 112
6701 67
6702 67
7603 120
7604 120
7621 107
7622 107
9801 45
9802 108
9803 108
9904 121
9905 121
9920 121
9922 121
9927 121
9984 77, 121
9985 77, 121

Item no. Item no.Item no. Item no.Item no. Item no.Item no. Item no.Item no. Item no.Page PagePage PagePage PagePage PagePage Page
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1. Acceptance of the conditions of sale
The following terms and conditions apply to all sales. Any deviations or verbal agree-
ments require our written confirmation.

2. Offer
All offers are non-binding for us.

3. Prices
Prices are quoted in EURO and are subject to change, excluding shipping and pack-
aging costs.

4. Packaging
Some items are delivered in special packaging. We reserve the right to round your order 
up or down to the next higher or lower packaging unit.

5. Delivery time 
Delivery times are given to the best of our knowledge, but without guarantee. Agreed 
delivery periods shall commence on the day the order is accepted. Events of force 
majeure shall entitle us to postpone delivery for the duration of the hindrance. Force 
majeure also includes circumstances that make delivery considerably more difficult or 
impossible for us. Claims for damages against us are excluded.

6. Guarantee
We grant a guarantee on our tools. However, this only covers manufacturing or ma-
terial defects. We accept no liability for damage caused by improper use. Any other 
claims, in particular claims for damages, are excluded.

7. Terms of payment
If the target is exceeded, interest on arrears will be charged at the standard commer-
cial interest rate.

8. Retention of title 
All goods delivered by us shall remain our property until full payment has been made.

9. Place of performance and jurisdiction for delivery and payment is Kulmbach

10. The above conditions shall remain in force even if one or more of them be-
come ineffective

11. Terms of delivery
Delivery is optional:
a) free domicile from 1,250.00 Euro net  
b) ex works
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